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Introduction
Public Health Ontario (PHO) is actively monitoring, reviewing and assessing relevant information related
to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). “What We Know So Far” documents provide a rapid review of
the evidence related to a specific aspect or emerging issue related to COVID-19.

Updates to Latest Version
This document replaces the previous version 2019-nCoV - What We Know So Far About…The Incubation
Period and presents results of an updated rapid review. The updated version focuses on systematic
reviews and meta-analyses, providing evidence concerning the epidemiological parameters of COVID-19.
This rapid review presents updated findings on the COVID-19 incubation period. New in this updated
version, we include results for the serial interval and basic reproduction number (R0) of COVID-19.

Key Findings
•

For this rapid review, we examined 28 systematic reviews and meta-analyses, including 18 on
incubation period, four on serial interval and eight on R0. Systematic reviews and meta-analyses
demonstrated consistent results with respect to the epidemiological parameters of interest.

•

The estimated mean incubation period for COVID-19 ranged from 4.2 days to 6.7 days; 95% of
patients presented with symptoms within 11.2 days to 11.7 days after exposure.

•

The estimated mean serial interval for COVID-19 ranged from 4.5 days to 5.4 days.

•

The estimated mean R0 for COVID-19 ranged from 2.7 to 3.3.

Background
The incubation period is the time from pathogen exposure to symptom onset and public health officials
use the upper end of the typical incubation period range to determine the quarantine period for
communicable diseases.1 The serial interval is the time from symptom onset in the index case to
symptom onset in the secondary case(s) (infector-infectee pairs). The distribution of the serial interval is
important for estimating the basic reproduction number (R0) and for informing policy decisions (e.g.,
contact tracing: shorter serial interval means that contacts need to be isolated quickly before symptom
onset). R0 is the number of secondary cases expected to arise from the index case in a susceptible
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population, in absence of public health measures, which is a measure of the infectiousness or
transmissibility of a pathogen.
Here we synthesize the current literature, focusing on systematic reviews and meta-analyses
investigating the incubation period, serial interval and R0 of COVID-19.

Methods
In considering feasibility, scope, and a need for responsiveness, we chose a rapid review as an
appropriate approach to evaluate the epidemiological parameters of COVID-19. A rapid review is a
knowledge synthesis where certain steps of the systematic review process are compromised in order to
be timely (e.g., quality assessment).2
On November 4, 2020, PHO Library Services conducted a primary literature search in MEDLINE and
National Institutes of Health (NIH) COVID-19 Portfolio (Preprints) (Appendix A). A supplementary search
was performed in Embase (November 18, 2020), Cumulated Index to Nursing and Allied Health
Literature (CINAHL; November 18, 2020), and Scopus (November 19, 2020) (Appendix B). We searched
PubMed and Google Scholar on November 24, 2020 for additional articles of interest.
English-language peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed records that described incubation period, serial
interval and R0 of COVID-19 were included. We restricted the search to publications in the year 2020.
We examined epidemiological parameters by concentrating on evidence from systematic reviews and
meta-analyses, supplemented by primary literature where appropriate. We reviewed citations from
included systematic reviews and primary studies to identify additional research.
Prior to posting, PHO subject-matter experts review all “What We Know So Far” documents.
As the COVID-19 outbreak continues to evolve and the scientific evidence rapidly expands, the
information provided in these documents is only current as of the date of literature search.

Incubation Period
Eighteen systematic reviews and meta-analyses estimated the incubation period of COVID-19.1,3-19 There
was agreement among the meta-analyses and the reported pooled estimate of the mean incubation
periods ranged from 4.2 days to 6.7 days. The pooled estimates for the 95th percentile of the incubation
period ranged from 11.2 days to 11.7 days after exposure.
Pooled estimates for incubation period: 5.0 days to 6.0 days
In five of the systematic reviews and meta-analyses with the largest samples sizes (n>1,300), the pooled
mean incubation period ranged from 5.2 days to 5.8 days. Wassie et al. reported a pooled mean
incubation period of 5.7 days (95% confidence interval [CI]: 5.1–6.4) in a meta-analysis of 206 studies
and 22,595 patients.4 In a meta-analysis of five studies and 13,831 patients, Xie et al. reported a pooled
mean incubation period of 5.2 days (95% CI: 4.0–6.5).5 Zhang et al. reported a pooled mean incubation
period of 5.4 days (95% CI: 4.3–6.4) in a meta-analysis of 11 studies and 4,307 patients.19 In a rapid
review and meta-analysis of nine studies and 1,357 patients, McAloon et al. reported a pooled mean
incubation period of 5.8 days (95% CI: 5.0–6.7).1 Khalili et al. reported a pooled mean incubation period
of 5.7 days (95% CI: 4.8–6.6) in a meta-analysis of 18 studies and 14,743 patients.6
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Figure 1. The pooled mean estimates of incubation period for COVID-19, from 16 metaanalyses (n=15 systematic reviews) that provided mean estimates. Dashed lines represent
pooled means of 5.0–6.0 days.

Li et al. reported a pooled mean incubation period of 5.3 days (95% CI: 4.5–6.0) in a meta-analysis of
seven studies and 746 patients.17 Park et al., in a systematic review, reported that the mean incubation
period in individual studies ranged from 3.6 days (95% CI: 1.0–9.0; n=22 patients) to 6.4 days (95% CI:
5.6–7.7; n=88 patients).11 Wang et al. reported a pooled mean incubation period of 5.4 days (95% CI:
5.0–6.0; n=47 studies); however, the total patients included in meta-analysis was not reported.15
Three reviews reported pooled estimates for the median incubation period. In a systematic review and
meta-analysis of nine studies (total patients not reported), Lin et al. reported a pooled median
incubation period of 5.9 days (interquartile range [IQR]: 4.8–6.3).7 Lauer et al., in a meta-analysis of 181
patients, reported a pooled median incubation period of 5.1 days (95% CI: 4.5–5.8).13 Wei et al., in a
meta-analysis of 56 studies and 4,095 patients, reported a pooled median incubation period of 5.8 days
(95% CI: 5.3–6.2).10
Pooled estimates for incubation period: longer than 6.0 days
In four of the systematic reviews and meta-analyses, the pooled estimate for mean incubation period
was longer than 6.0 days, ranging from 6.2 days to 6.7 days. In a systematic review and meta-analysis of
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31 studies and at least 30,169 patients, Banka and Comiskey reported a pooled mean incubation period
of 6.7 days (95% CI: 1.0–12.4).12 Only four of the studies in the Banka and Comiskey meta-analysis
included variance measures, creating higher uncertainty in the model estimates. Pormohammad et al.
reported the pooled mean incubation period was 6.4 days (95% CI: 5.8–7.0) in a meta-analysis of 53
studies and 12,609 patients.14 Quesada et al. noted that the model used to estimate the pooled mean
incubation period produced different results, from 5.6 days (95% CI: 5.2–6.0) to 6.7 days (95% CI: 6.0–
7.4) in a meta-analyses of seven studies and 792 patients.3 Elias et al. reported a pooled mean
incubation period of 6.2 days (95% CI: 5.8–6.7) in a meta-analysis of 43 studies (total patients not
reported).16
Pooled estimates for incubation period: shorter than 5.0 days
Three reviews reported a pooled estimate for mean incubation period less than 5 days. In a systematic
review and meta-analyses of 22 studies (total patients not reported), Izadi et al. reported a pooled mean
incubation period of 4.2 days (95% CI: 3.0–5.4).8 Jiang et al. reported a pooled mean incubation period
of 4.9 days (95% CI: 4.4–5.4) in a meta-analysis of 50 patients.18
In a meta-analysis of 30 studies and 854 patients, Li et al. reported a pooled median incubation period of
4.9 days (95% CI: 4.6–5.2).9
Pooled estimates for the 95th and 97.5th percentile incubation period
Two of four systematic reviews and meta-analyses found that 95% of cases experienced symptoms
within 11.2 days to 11.7 days (pooled estimates for the 95th percentile of the incubation period) of
exposure; two of four systematic reviews and meta-analyses demonstrated that 97.5% of patients
experienced symptoms within 11.5 days to 16.5 days of exposure. McAloon et al. reported a 95th
percentile incubation period of 11.7 days (95% CI: 9.7–14.2) in a meta-analysis of nine studies 1,357
patients.1 Lauer et al., in a meta-analysis of 181 patients (number of studies not reported), reported a
97.5th percentile incubation period of 11.5 days (95% CI: 8.2–15.6).13 In addition, Lauer et al. reported
that after 7 days, the mean number of undetected symptomatic patients per 10,000 monitored was
2,121 (21.2%), followed by 101 (1.0%) after 14 days, 9.5 (0.1%) after 21 days, and 1.4 (0.01%) after 28
days. Quesada et al. reported a 95th percentile incubation period of 11.2 days (95% CI: 10.7–11.8) in a
meta-analysis of seven studies and 792 patients.3 In a meta-analysis of 30 studies and 854 patients, Li et
al. reported a 97.5th percentile incubation period of 16.5 days (95% CI: 14.8–18.3).9 Li et al. included
presymptomatic and asymptomatic patients, which led to higher estimates.
From systematic reviews and meta-analyses, the estimated range of incubation periods for different
percentiles are as follows (includes asymptomatic, presymptomatic and symptomatic patients):
•

50th percentile: 5.1 days (95% CI: 4.5–5.8) to 5.4 days (95% CI: 5.0–5.7)

•

75th percentile: 6.7 days (95% CI: 5.7–7.9) to 8.5 days (95% CI: 7.9–9.1)

•

90th percentile: 9.7 days (95% CI: 8.1–11.6)

•

95th percentile: 11.2 days (95% CI: 10.7–11.8) to 11.7 days (95% CI: 9.7–14.2)

•

97.5th percentile: 11.5 days (95% CI: 8.2–15.6) to 16.5 days (95% CI: 14.8–18.3)
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Non-systematic review and primary literature
He et al., reported a pooled mean incubation period of 5.1 days (95% CI: 4.8–5.4) in a non-systematic
review and meta-analysis of five studies (total patients not reported).20
Seven primary studies showed 95th percentiles for the incubation period ranged from 10.8 days to 16.7
days. Qin et al., in a study of 1,211 patients, reported a 95th percentile incubation period of 16.7 days
(95% CI: 15.9–17.3).21 In a study of 178 patients, Yang et al. reported a 95th percentile incubation period
of 13.7 days (95% CI: 12.5–14.9).22 In a study of the first 100 patients in Hong Kong, China, Lai et al.
reported a 95th percentile incubation period of 14.0 days (95% CI: 13.1–15.3).23 In a study of 158 patients
in China, Linton et al. reported that the 95th percentile incubation period varied by model used, from
10.8 days (95% CI: 9.3–12.9) to 11.7 days (95% CI: 10.3–13.4).24 Lu et al. reported that among 1,158
cases in China, the 95th percentile incubation period was 15.1 days (95% CI: 14.4–15.7).25 Backer et al.
reported that the 95th percentile incubation period among 88 cases, using different models, ranged from
10.3 days (95% CI: 8.6–14.1) to 13.3 days (95% CI: 9.9–20.5).26 In a study of the first 425 cases in Wuhan,
China, Li et al. reported a 95th percentile incubation period of 12.5 days (95% CI: 9.2–18.0) among 10
cases with complete exposure data.27

Serial Interval
Four systematic reviews and meta-analyses estimated the serial interval of COVID-19.8,11,19,28 The
reviews were in agreement with one another, with all pooled estimates for serial intervals ranging from
a mean of 4.5 days to 5.4 days.
Rai et al. reported a pooled mean serial interval of 5.4 days (95% CI: 5.2–5.6) using a fixed effects model
and 5.2 days (95% CI: 4.4–6.0) using a random effects model (n=1,794 infector-infectee pairs from 11
studies).28 Izadi et al. reported a pooled mean serial interval of 4.5 days (95% CI: 4.0–4.9) in a metaanalysis of 11 studies (total infector-infectee pairs not reported).8 In a systematic review, Park et al.
reported that the mean serial interval in individual studies ranged from 4.0 days (95% CI: 3.5–4.4; n=468
infector-infectee pairs) to 7.5 days (95% CI: 5.3–19.0; n=6 infector-infectee pairs).11 Zhang et al., in a
meta-analysis of 12 studies (total infector-infectee pairs not reported), reported a pooled mean serial
interval of 5.4 days (95% CI: 4.6–6.1).19
Non-systematic review and primary literature
In a non-systematic review and meta-analysis of 28 infector-infectee pairs, Nishiura et al. estimated that
the median serial interval was 4.0 days (95% credible interval [CrI]: 3.1–4.9).29 The authors concluded
that since the mean serial interval is shorter than the mean incubation period in COVID-19, there was
likely pre-symptomatic transmission.
In a study that examined presymptomatic transmission, He et al. estimated that the mean serial interval
in 77 infector-infectee pairs was 5.8 days (95% CI: 4.8–6.8); the median serial interval was estimated at
5.2 days (95% CI: 4.1–6.4).30 Du et al., in a study of 468 infector-infectee pairs in China, reported a mean
serial interval of 4.0 days (95% CI: 3.5–4.4).31
Two studies noted that the mean and median serial interval decreased during the early portion of the
pandemic. A study from mainland China by Ali et al. demonstrated that serial intervals decreased over
time, due to implementation of public health measures, such as case isolation.32 From January 9 to 22,
2020, the mean serial interval was 7.8 days (95% CrI: 4.7–5.9; n=162 infector-infectee pairs) and from
5
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January 30 to February 13 the mean serial interval was 2.6 days (95% CrI: 1.9–3.2; n=176 infectorinfectee pairs). In a similar study of 265 infector-infectee pairs in China, Lu et al. reported a median
serial interval of 4.7 days (95% CI: 4.2–5.3).25 The median serial interval decreased over time, from 5.9
days (95% CI: 5.1–6.7) before January 25, 2020, to 3.4 days (95% CI: 2.0–4.1) from January 25 to
February 11, 2020.

Basic Reproduction Number (R0)
Eight systematic reviews and meta-analyses estimated the R0 of COVID-19.5,7,11,15,19,33-35 Six systematic
reviews and meta-analyses reported pooled estimates of the mean R0s ranging from 2.7 to 3.3. In a
systematic review and meta-analysis of 10 studies and 18 R0 estimates, Xie et al. reported that the
pooled mean R0 was 3.3 (95% CI: 3.2–3.4).5 Similarly, Alimohamadi et al. reported a pooled mean R0 of
3.3 (95% CI: 2.8–3.8) in a meta-analysis of 23 studies and 29 R0 estimates.33 Wang et al., in a metaanalysis of 41 studies and 47 R0 estimates, reported a mean R0 of 3.2 (95% CI: 2.9–3.5).15 Zhang reported
a mean R0 of 3.2 (95% CI: 2.6-3.7) in a meta-analysis of 12 studies and 12 R0 estimates.19 In a metaanalysis of 29 studies and 32 R0 estimates, Billah et al. reported a pooled mean R0 of 2.9 (95% CI: 2.4–
3.4).34 Similarly, in a systematic review and meta-analysis of 45 studies and 108 R0 estimates, Ahammed
et al. reported a pooled mean R0 of 2.7 (95% CI: 2.4–3.0).35
Park et al. reported that in individual modelling studies, the mean R0 ranged from 1.9 (95% CI: 1.5–2.6)
to 6.5 (95% CI: 5.7–7.2); 13 of the 16 studies reported a mean R0 ranging from 2.0 to 3.0.11
Lin et al., in a meta-analysis of 30 studies, reported that the median pooled R0 was 3.8 (IQR: 2.8–5.1).7
Non-systematic review
He et al. reported a pooled mean R0 of 3.2 (95% CI: 2.4–3.9) in a non-systematic meta-analysis of seven
studies and seven R0 estimates.20

Conclusions
From the systematic reviews and meta-analyses examined, the pooled mean incubation period for
COVID-19 ranged from 4.2 days to 6.7 days. Approximately 95% of patients experienced symptoms by
11.2 days to 11.7 days post exposure. Relatively fewer systematic reviews and meta-analyses examined
the serial interval and R0 of COVID-19. The pooled mean serial interval in these reviews ranged from 4.5
days to 5.4 days. The serial interval was shorter than the incubation period, suggesting that presymptomatic transmission occurs; however, the magnitude of pre-symptomatic transmission remains
unclear. Half of the systematic reviews and meta-analyses reported a pooled mean R0 of approximately
3.2 to 3.3.
PHO will continue to monitor the epidemiology of COVID-19 and update this “What We Know So Far” as
evidence changes.
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Appendix A. Search Strategy and Results - Primary
Search results reporting
DATABASES SEARCHED
Database

Date searched

Remaining

MEDLINE
NIH COVID-19 Portfolio (Preprints)

11/04/2020
11/04/2020

283
63

RECORDS TOTALS
Records source

Records

Records identified through database searching
Duplicates removed by bibliographic management software
Total records after duplicates removed

346
10
336

Search strategies
MEDLINE
Ovid MEDLINE(R) ALL <1946 to November 02, 2020>
#
1
2

3

4

Searches
("COVID-19" or "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2" or "SARS-CoV2").nm,ps,px,rs,rx.
Pandemics/ and Coronavirus Infections/
("2019 corona virus" or "2019 coronavirus" or "2019 ncov" or "corona virus 19" or
"corona virus 2019" or "corona virus 2019" or "corona virus disease 19" or "corona
virus disease 2019" or "corona virus epidemic*" or "corona virus outbreak*" or
"corona virus pandemic*" or "coronavirus 19" or "coronavirus 2019" or "coronavirus
2019" or "coronavirus disease 19" or "coronavirus disease 2019" or "coronavirus
epidemic*" or "coronavirus outbreak*" or "coronavirus pandemic*" or "covid 19" or
"covid 2019" or "new corona virus" or "new coronavirus" or "novel corona virus" or
"novel coronavirus" or "novel human coronavirus" or "sars coronavirus 2" or "sars cov
2" or "sars cov2" or "sars like coronavirus" or "severe acute respiratory syndrome
corona virus 2" or "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2" or "severe
specific contagious pneumonia" or "wuhan corona virus" or "wuhan coronavirus" or
2019ncov or covid19 or covid2019 or ncov or sarscov2 or "coronavirus response" or
"corona virus response").ab,kf,kw,ti.
((pandemic* or novel or wuhan) adj3 (coronavirus* or "corona virus*" or
betacoronavirus* or "beta coronavirus*" or "beta corona virus*" or pneumonia* or
SARS or "severe acute respiratory syndrome")).ab,kf,kw,ti.
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Results
33475
33019

69089

11838

10

#
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21

22
23
24
25

Searches
(pneumonia adj3 (coronavirus* or "corona virus*" or betacoronavirus* or "beta
coronavirus*" or "beta corona virus*" or SARS or "severe acute respiratory
syndrome")).ab,kf,kw,ti.
1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5
Infectious Disease Incubation Period/ or Carrier State/
Time Factors/ and (Disease Transmission, Infectious/ or Environmental Exposure/ or
Inhalation Exposure/ or "Signs and Symptoms"/ or "Signs and Symptoms,
Respiratory"/)
incubat*.ab,kf,kw,ti.
("exposure period*" or "symptom onset*" or carrier* or "serial time*" or "serial
interval*" or "transmission interval*").ab,kf,kw,ti.
((time or timing or duration or interval* or period* or hour or hours or day or days or
week or weeks) adj5 (after or "from?" or between) adj5 (expos* or "in? contact" or
"contact with?" or infection or infected or contract*)).ab,kf,kw,ti.
(((time or timing or duration or interval* or period* or hour or hours or day or days or
week or weeks) adj3 (before or "to?" or between or until) adj3 (onset or symptom* or
disease* or transmi* or diagnos* or infectious* or infectivity)) and (expos* or "in?
contact" or "contact with?" or infection or infected or contract*)).ab,kf,kw,ti.
((time or timing or duration or interval* or period* or hour or hours or day or days or
week or weeks) and (before or after or "to?" or "from?" or between or until) and
(onset or symptom* or disease* or transmi* or diagnos* or infectious* or infectivity
or expos* or "in? contact" or "contact with?" or infection or infected or
contract*)).kf,kw,ti.
("epidemiologic* dynamic*" or "epidemiologic* parameter*" or "epidemiologic*
characteristic*" or "epidemiologic* feature*" or "transmission dynamic*" or
"transmission parameter*" or "transmission characteristic*" or "transmission
feature*" or transmissibility).kf,kw,ti.
((asymptomatic* or presymptom* or pre-symptom* or "before symptom*" or
"clinical characteristic*") and (transmi* or spread* or carrier*)).kf,kw,ti.
7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15
6 and 16
(Review or "Systematic Review" or "Meta Analysis").pt.
Systematic Reviews as Topic/ or Meta-Analysis as Topic/ or Review Literature as
Topic/
review.ti.
("meta-analy*" or metaanaly* or "meta analy*" or metanaly* or (pooled adj3 study)
or (pooled adj3 analysis) or ((literature or systematic or evidence or quantitative or
qualitative or "mixed methods" or integrative or research or critical or studies or
umbrella or scoping or realist or rapid or narrative) adj5 (synthesis or review or
overview)) or "in this review" or "review of reviews" or "knowledge
synthesis").ab,kf,kw,ti.
"Cochrane Database Syst Rev".ja.
18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22
17 and 23
limit 24 to yr="2019 -Current"
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Results
1334
71171
22010
6336
318866
232177
66463

11026

23170

5380
1493
660124
2176
2799071
27902
498241

887950

15056
3156510
299
292
11

#

Searches

26 limit 25 to english

Results
283

NIH COVID-19 PORTFOLIO (PREPRINTS)
National Institutes of Health iSearch COVID-19 Portfolio (Preprints)
#

Searches

Results

1

(title:incubat* OR title:"exposure period*" OR title:"symptom onset*" OR
title:carrier* OR title:"serial time*" OR title:"serial interval*" OR title:"transmission
interval*" OR abstract:incubat* OR abstract:"exposure period*" OR
abstract:"symptom onset*" OR abstract:carrier* OR abstract:"serial time*" OR
abstract:"serial interval*" OR abstract:"transmission interval*") AND
pubTypes:preprint AND (title:review OR title:"meta-analy*" OR title:metaanaly* OR
title:"meta analy*" OR title:metanaly* OR title:"pooled study"~3 OR title:"pooled
adj3 analysis"~3 OR title:"knowledge synthesis" OR abstract:"meta-analy*" OR
abstract:metaanaly* OR abstract:"meta analy*" OR abstract:metanaly* OR
abstract:"pooled study"~3 OR abstract:"pooled adj3 analysis"~3 OR
abstract:"knowledge synthesis" OR title:"literature synthesis"~15 OR
title:"systematic synthesis"~15 OR title:"evidence synthesis"~15 OR
title:"quantitative synthesis"~15 OR title:"qualitative synthesis"~15 OR
title:"integrative synthesis"~15 OR title:"research synthesis"~15 OR title:"critical
synthesis"~15 OR title:"studies synthesis"~15 OR title:"umbrella synthesis"~15 OR
title:"scoping synthesis"~15 OR title:"realist synthesis"~15 OR title:"rapid
synthesis"~15 OR title:"narrative synthesis"~15 OR title:"literature overview"~15 OR
title:"systematic overview"~15 OR title:"evidence overview"~15 OR
title:"quantitative overview"~15 OR title:"qualitative overview"~15 OR
title:"integrative overview"~15 OR title:"research overview"~15 OR title:"critical
overview"~15 OR title:"studies overview"~15 OR title:"umbrella overview"~15 OR
title:"scoping overview"~15 OR title:"realist overview"~15 OR title:"rapid
overview"~15 OR title:"narrative overview"~15 OR abstract:"literature review"~5 OR
abstract:"systematic review"~5 OR abstract:"evidence review"~5 OR
abstract:"quantitative review"~5 OR abstract:"qualitative review"~5 OR
abstract:"integrative review"~5 OR abstract:"research review"~5 OR abstract:"critical
review"~5 OR abstract:"studies review"~5 OR abstract:"umbrella review"~5 OR
abstract:"scoping review"~5 OR abstract:"realist review"~5 OR abstract:"rapid
review"~5 OR abstract:"narrative review"~5 OR abstract:"literature synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"systematic synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"evidence synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"quantitative synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"qualitative synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"integrative synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"research synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"critical synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"studies synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"umbrella synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"scoping synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"realist synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"rapid synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"narrative
synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"literature overview"~5 OR abstract:"systematic
overview"~5 OR abstract:"evidence overview"~5 OR abstract:"quantitative
overview"~5 OR abstract:"qualitative overview"~5 OR abstract:"integrative

59
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#

2

Searches
overview"~5 OR abstract:"research overview"~5 OR abstract:"critical overview"~5
OR abstract:"studies overview"~5 OR abstract:"umbrella overview"~5 OR
abstract:"scoping overview"~5 OR abstract:"realist overview"~5 OR abstract:"rapid
overview"~5 OR abstract:"narrative overview"~5)
(title:time OR title:timing OR title:duration OR title:interval* OR title:period* OR
title:hour OR title:hours OR title:day OR title:days OR title:week OR title:weeks) AND
(title:before OR title:after OR title:"to" OR title:"from" OR title:between OR
title:until) AND (title:onset OR title:symptom* OR title:transmi* OR title:infectious*
OR title:infectivity OR title:expos* OR title:"in contact" OR title:"contact with" OR
title:infection OR title:infected OR title:contract*) AND pubTypes:preprint AND
(title:review OR title:"meta-analy*" OR title:metaanaly* OR title:"meta analy*" OR
title:metanaly* OR title:"pooled study"~3 OR title:"pooled adj3 analysis"~3 OR
title:"knowledge synthesis" OR abstract:"meta-analy*" OR abstract:metaanaly* OR
abstract:"meta analy*" OR abstract:metanaly* OR abstract:"pooled study"~3 OR
abstract:"pooled adj3 analysis"~3 OR abstract:"knowledge synthesis" OR
title:"literature synthesis"~15 OR title:"systematic synthesis"~15 OR title:"evidence
synthesis"~15 OR title:"quantitative synthesis"~15 OR title:"qualitative synthesis"~15
OR title:"integrative synthesis"~15 OR title:"research synthesis"~15 OR title:"critical
synthesis"~15 OR title:"studies synthesis"~15 OR title:"umbrella synthesis"~15 OR
title:"scoping synthesis"~15 OR title:"realist synthesis"~15 OR title:"rapid
synthesis"~15 OR title:"narrative synthesis"~15 OR title:"literature overview"~15 OR
title:"systematic overview"~15 OR title:"evidence overview"~15 OR
title:"quantitative overview"~15 OR title:"qualitative overview"~15 OR
title:"integrative overview"~15 OR title:"research overview"~15 OR title:"critical
overview"~15 OR title:"studies overview"~15 OR title:"umbrella overview"~15 OR
title:"scoping overview"~15 OR title:"realist overview"~15 OR title:"rapid
overview"~15 OR title:"narrative overview"~15 OR abstract:"literature review"~5 OR
abstract:"systematic review"~5 OR abstract:"evidence review"~5 OR
abstract:"quantitative review"~5 OR abstract:"qualitative review"~5 OR
abstract:"integrative review"~5 OR abstract:"research review"~5 OR abstract:"critical
review"~5 OR abstract:"studies review"~5 OR abstract:"umbrella review"~5 OR
abstract:"scoping review"~5 OR abstract:"realist review"~5 OR abstract:"rapid
review"~5 OR abstract:"narrative review"~5 OR abstract:"literature synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"systematic synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"evidence synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"quantitative synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"qualitative synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"integrative synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"research synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"critical synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"studies synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"umbrella synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"scoping synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"realist synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"rapid synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"narrative
synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"literature overview"~5 OR abstract:"systematic
overview"~5 OR abstract:"evidence overview"~5 OR abstract:"quantitative
overview"~5 OR abstract:"qualitative overview"~5 OR abstract:"integrative
overview"~5 OR abstract:"research overview"~5 OR abstract:"critical overview"~5
OR abstract:"studies overview"~5 OR abstract:"umbrella overview"~5 OR
abstract:"scoping overview"~5 OR abstract:"realist overview"~5 OR abstract:"rapid
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#

3

4

Searches

Results

overview"~5 OR abstract:"narrative overview"~5)
(title:"epidemiologic* dynamic*" OR title:"epidemiologic* parameter*" OR
title:"epidemiologic* characteristic*" OR title:"epidemiologic* feature*" OR
title:"transmission dynamic*" OR title:"transmission parameter*" OR
title:"transmission characteristic*" OR title:"transmission feature*" OR
title:transmissibility) AND pubTypes:preprint AND (title:review OR title:"metaanaly*" OR title:metaanaly* OR title:"meta analy*" OR title:metanaly* OR
title:"pooled study"~3 OR title:"pooled adj3 analysis"~3 OR title:"knowledge
synthesis" OR abstract:"meta-analy*" OR abstract:metaanaly* OR abstract:"meta
analy*" OR abstract:metanaly* OR abstract:"pooled study"~3 OR abstract:"pooled
adj3 analysis"~3 OR abstract:"knowledge synthesis" OR title:"literature synthesis"~15
OR title:"systematic synthesis"~15 OR title:"evidence synthesis"~15 OR
title:"quantitative synthesis"~15 OR title:"qualitative synthesis"~15 OR
title:"integrative synthesis"~15 OR title:"research synthesis"~15 OR title:"critical
synthesis"~15 OR title:"studies synthesis"~15 OR title:"umbrella synthesis"~15 OR
title:"scoping synthesis"~15 OR title:"realist synthesis"~15 OR title:"rapid
synthesis"~15 OR title:"narrative synthesis"~15 OR title:"literature overview"~15 OR
title:"systematic overview"~15 OR title:"evidence overview"~15 OR
title:"quantitative overview"~15 OR title:"qualitative overview"~15 OR
title:"integrative overview"~15 OR title:"research overview"~15 OR title:"critical
overview"~15 OR title:"studies overview"~15 OR title:"umbrella overview"~15 OR
title:"scoping overview"~15 OR title:"realist overview"~15 OR title:"rapid
2
overview"~15 OR title:"narrative overview"~15 OR abstract:"literature review"~5 OR
abstract:"systematic review"~5 OR abstract:"evidence review"~5 OR
abstract:"quantitative review"~5 OR abstract:"qualitative review"~5 OR
abstract:"integrative review"~5 OR abstract:"research review"~5 OR abstract:"critical
review"~5 OR abstract:"studies review"~5 OR abstract:"umbrella review"~5 OR
abstract:"scoping review"~5 OR abstract:"realist review"~5 OR abstract:"rapid
review"~5 OR abstract:"narrative review"~5 OR abstract:"literature synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"systematic synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"evidence synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"quantitative synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"qualitative synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"integrative synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"research synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"critical synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"studies synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"umbrella synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"scoping synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"realist synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"rapid synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"narrative
synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"literature overview"~5 OR abstract:"systematic
overview"~5 OR abstract:"evidence overview"~5 OR abstract:"quantitative
overview"~5 OR abstract:"qualitative overview"~5 OR abstract:"integrative
overview"~5 OR abstract:"research overview"~5 OR abstract:"critical overview"~5
OR abstract:"studies overview"~5 OR abstract:"umbrella overview"~5 OR
abstract:"scoping overview"~5 OR abstract:"realist overview"~5 OR abstract:"rapid
overview"~5 OR abstract:"narrative overview"~5)
(title:asymptomatic* OR title:presymptom* OR title:"pre-symptom*" OR
title:"before symptom*" OR title:"clinical characteristic*") AND (title:transmi* OR
9
title:spread* OR title:carrier*) AND pubTypes:preprint AND (title:review OR
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#

Searches

5

title:"meta-analy*" OR title:metaanaly* OR title:"meta analy*" OR title:metanaly*
OR title:"pooled study"~3 OR title:"pooled adj3 analysis"~3 OR title:"knowledge
synthesis" OR abstract:"meta-analy*" OR abstract:metaanaly* OR abstract:"meta
analy*" OR abstract:metanaly* OR abstract:"pooled study"~3 OR abstract:"pooled
adj3 analysis"~3 OR abstract:"knowledge synthesis" OR title:"literature synthesis"~15
OR title:"systematic synthesis"~15 OR title:"evidence synthesis"~15 OR
title:"quantitative synthesis"~15 OR title:"qualitative synthesis"~15 OR
title:"integrative synthesis"~15 OR title:"research synthesis"~15 OR title:"critical
synthesis"~15 OR title:"studies synthesis"~15 OR title:"umbrella synthesis"~15 OR
title:"scoping synthesis"~15 OR title:"realist synthesis"~15 OR title:"rapid
synthesis"~15 OR title:"narrative synthesis"~15 OR title:"literature overview"~15 OR
title:"systematic overview"~15 OR title:"evidence overview"~15 OR
title:"quantitative overview"~15 OR title:"qualitative overview"~15 OR
title:"integrative overview"~15 OR title:"research overview"~15 OR title:"critical
overview"~15 OR title:"studies overview"~15 OR title:"umbrella overview"~15 OR
title:"scoping overview"~15 OR title:"realist overview"~15 OR title:"rapid
overview"~15 OR title:"narrative overview"~15 OR abstract:"literature review"~5 OR
abstract:"systematic review"~5 OR abstract:"evidence review"~5 OR
abstract:"quantitative review"~5 OR abstract:"qualitative review"~5 OR
abstract:"integrative review"~5 OR abstract:"research review"~5 OR abstract:"critical
review"~5 OR abstract:"studies review"~5 OR abstract:"umbrella review"~5 OR
abstract:"scoping review"~5 OR abstract:"realist review"~5 OR abstract:"rapid
review"~5 OR abstract:"narrative review"~5 OR abstract:"literature synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"systematic synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"evidence synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"quantitative synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"qualitative synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"integrative synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"research synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"critical synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"studies synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"umbrella synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"scoping synthesis"~5 OR
abstract:"realist synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"rapid synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"narrative
synthesis"~5 OR abstract:"literature overview"~5 OR abstract:"systematic
overview"~5 OR abstract:"evidence overview"~5 OR abstract:"quantitative
overview"~5 OR abstract:"qualitative overview"~5 OR abstract:"integrative
overview"~5 OR abstract:"research overview"~5 OR abstract:"critical overview"~5
OR abstract:"studies overview"~5 OR abstract:"umbrella overview"~5 OR
abstract:"scoping overview"~5 OR abstract:"realist overview"~5 OR abstract:"rapid
overview"~5 OR abstract:"narrative overview"~5)
1 or 2 or 3 or 4
63
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Appendix B. Search Strategy and Results - Supplementary
Search results reporting
DATABASES SEARCHED
Database

Date searched

Records

Embase
CINAHL
Scopus

11/18/2020
11/18/2020
11/19/2020

405
59
371

RECORDS TOTALS
Records source

Records

Records identified through database searching
Records from MEDLINE
Records from preprints repository
Records from supplementary databases
Duplicates removed by bibliographic management software
Total records after duplicates removed
Total from supplementary databases after duplicates removed

1,181
283
63
835
584
597
263

Search strategies
EMBASE
Embase <1974 to 2020 November 17>
#

Searches

Results

1
2

coronavirus disease 2019/ or severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2/
coronavirus infection/ and pandemic/
("2019 corona virus" or "2019 coronavirus" or "2019 ncov" or "corona virus 19" or
"corona virus 2019" or "corona virus 2019" or "corona virus disease 19" or "corona
virus disease 2019" or "corona virus epidemic*" or "corona virus outbreak*" or
"corona virus pandemic*" or "coronavirus 19" or "coronavirus 2019" or "coronavirus
2019" or "coronavirus disease 19" or "coronavirus disease 2019" or "coronavirus
epidemic*" or "coronavirus outbreak*" or "coronavirus pandemic*" or "covid 19" or
"covid 2019" or "new corona virus" or "new coronavirus" or "novel corona virus" or
"novel coronavirus" or "novel human coronavirus" or "sars coronavirus 2" or "sars cov
2" or "sars cov2" or "sars like coronavirus" or "severe acute respiratory syndrome
corona virus 2" or "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2" or "severe
specific contagious pneumonia" or "wuhan corona virus" or "wuhan coronavirus" or
2019ncov or covid19 or covid2019 or ncov or sarscov2 or "coronavirus response" or
"corona virus response").ab,kw,ti.

65284
9471

3
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71178

16

#
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21

22
23

Searches
((pandemic* or novel or wuhan) adj3 (coronavirus* or "corona virus*" or
betacoronavirus* or "beta coronavirus*" or "beta corona virus*" or pneumonia* or
SARS or "severe acute respiratory syndrome")).ab,kw,ti.
(pneumonia adj3 (coronavirus* or "corona virus*" or betacoronavirus* or "beta
coronavirus*" or "beta corona virus*" or SARS or "severe acute respiratory
syndrome")).ab,kw,ti.
1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5
incubation time/ or disease carrier/ or virus carrier/
(time/ or time factor/) and (disease transmission/ or virus transmission/ or
asymptomatic disease/ or asymptomatic infection/ or exposure/ or environmental
exposure/ or symptom/)
incubat*.ab,kw,ti.
("exposure period*" or "symptom onset*" or carrier* or "serial time*" or "serial
interval*" or "transmission interval*").ab,kw,ti.
((time or timing or duration or interval* or period* or hour or hours or day or days or
week or weeks) adj5 (after or "from?" or between) adj5 (expos* or "in? contact" or
"contact with?" or infection or infected or contract*)).ab,kw,ti.
(((time or timing or duration or interval* or period* or hour or hours or day or days or
week or weeks) adj3 (before or "to?" or between or until) adj3 (onset or symptom* or
disease* or transmi* or diagnos* or infectious* or infectivity)) and (expos* or "in?
contact" or "contact with?" or infection or infected or contract*)).ab,kw,ti.
((time or timing or duration or interval* or period* or hour or hours or day or days or
week or weeks) and (before or after or "to?" or "from?" or between or until) and
(onset or symptom* or disease* or transmi* or diagnos* or infectious* or infectivity
or expos* or "in? contact" or "contact with?" or infection or infected or
contract*)).kw,ti.
("epidemiologic* dynamic*" or "epidemiologic* parameter*" or "epidemiologic*
characteristic*" or "epidemiologic* feature*" or "transmission dynamic*" or
"transmission parameter*" or "transmission characteristic*" or "transmission
feature*" or transmissibility).kw,ti.
((asymptomatic* or presymptom* or pre-symptom* or "before symptom*" or
"clinical characteristic*") and (transmi* or spread* or carrier*)).kw,ti.
7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15
6 and 16
review/ or "systematic review"/ or meta analysis/
"systematic review (topic)"/ or "meta analysis (topic)"/
review.ti.
("meta-analy*" or metaanaly* or "meta analy*" or metanaly* or (pooled adj3 study)
or (pooled adj3 analysis) or ((literature or systematic or evidence or quantitative or
qualitative or "mixed methods" or integrative or research or critical or studies or
umbrella or scoping or realist or rapid or narrative) adj5 (synthesis or review or
overview)) or "in this review" or "review of reviews" or "knowledge
synthesis").ab,kw,ti.
"Cochrane Database Syst Rev".ja.
18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22
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Results
11285
1178
76176
84500
6152
389181
290604
85794

17880

31554

6306
2080
846845
2654
2781309
59303
576542

1066209

22043
3341320
17

#

Searches

24 17 and 23
25 limit 24 to yr="2019 -Current"
26 limit 25 to english language

Results
440
420
405

CINAHL
EBSCOhost CINAHL Plus with Full Text
#

Query

S1
S2

(MH "COVID-19") OR (SU "COVID-19")
(MH "Coronavirus") AND (SU pandemic*)
"2019 corona virus" OR "2019 coronavirus" OR "2019 ncov" OR "corona virus 19" OR
"corona virus 2019" OR "corona virus 2019" OR "corona virus disease 19" OR "corona
virus disease 2019" OR "corona virus epidemic*" OR "corona virus outbreak*" OR
"corona virus pandemic*" OR "coronavirus 19" OR "coronavirus 2019" OR
"coronavirus 2019" OR "coronavirus disease 19" OR "coronavirus disease 2019" OR
"coronavirus epidemic*" OR "coronavirus outbreak*" OR "coronavirus pandemic*"
S3 OR "covid 19" OR "covid 2019" OR "new corona virus" OR "new coronavirus" OR
"novel corona virus" OR "novel coronavirus" OR "novel human coronavirus" OR "sars
coronavirus 2" OR "sars cov 2" OR "sars cov2" OR "sars like coronavirus" OR "severe
acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2" OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2" OR "severe specific contagious pneumonia" OR "wuhan corona virus"
OR "wuhan coronavirus" OR 2019ncov OR covid19 OR covid2019 OR ncov OR
sarscov2 OR "coronavirus response" OR "corona virus response"
(pandemic* OR novel OR wuhan) N3 (coronavirus* OR "corona virus*" OR
S4 betacoronavirus* OR "beta coronavirus*" OR "beta corona virus*" OR pneumonia*
OR SARS OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome")
pneumonia N3 (coronavirus* OR "corona virus*" OR betacoronavirus* OR "beta
S5 coronavirus*" OR "beta corona virus*" OR SARS OR "severe acute respiratory
syndrome")
S6 S1 OR S2 OR S3 OR S4 OR S5
S7 (MH "Carrier State")
(MH "Time Factors") AND ( (MH "Disease Transmission") OR (MH "Disease
Transmission, Horizontal") OR (MH "Environmental Exposure") OR (MH "Inhalation
S8
Exposure") OR (MH "Symptoms") OR (MH "Signs and Symptoms") OR (MH "Signs and
Symptoms, Respiratory") )
S9 incubat*
"exposure period*" OR "symptom onset*" OR carrier* OR "serial time*" OR "serial
S10
interval*" OR "transmission interval*"
(time OR timing OR duration OR interval* OR period* OR hour OR hours OR day OR
S11 days OR week OR weeks) N5 (after OR "from" OR between) N5 (expos* OR "in
contact" OR "contact with" OR infection OR infected OR contract*)
( (time OR timing OR duration OR interval* OR period* OR hour OR hours OR day OR
S12
days OR week OR weeks) N3 (before OR "to" OR between OR until) N3 (onset OR
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Results
14,277
17

6,585

3,798
266
18,698
2,739
1,100
9,640
44,534
6,077
1,516
18

#

S13

S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26

Query
symptom* OR disease* OR transmi* OR diagnos* OR infectious* OR infectivity) ) AND
(expos* OR "in contact" OR "contact with" OR infection OR infected OR contract*)
TI ( (time OR timing OR duration OR interval* OR period* OR hour OR hours OR day
OR days OR week OR weeks) AND (before OR after OR "to" OR "from" OR between
OR until) AND (onset OR symptom* OR disease* OR transmi* OR diagnos* OR
infectious* OR infectivity OR expos* OR "in contact" OR "contact with" OR infection
OR infected OR contract*) )
TI ( "epidemiologic* dynamic*" OR "epidemiologic* parameter*" OR "epidemiologic*
characteristic*" OR "epidemiologic* feature*" OR "transmission dynamic*" OR
"transmission parameter*" OR "transmission characteristic*" OR "transmission
feature*" OR transmissibility )
TI ( (asymptomatic* OR presymptom* OR pre-symptom* OR "before symptom*" OR
"clinical characteristic*") AND (transmi* OR spread* OR carrier*) )
S7 OR S8 OR S9 OR S10 OR S11 OR S12 OR S13 OR S14 OR S15
S6 AND S16
PT ("Systematic Review" OR Review OR "Meta Analysis")
(MH "Literature Review") OR (MH "Scoping Review") OR (MH "Systematic Review")
OR (MH "Meta Analysis") OR (MH "Meta Synthesis")
TI review
"meta-analy*" OR metaanaly* OR "meta analy*" OR metanaly* OR (pooled N3 study)
OR (pooled N3 analysis) OR ((literature OR systematic OR evidence OR quantitative
OR qualitative OR "mixed methods" OR integrative OR research OR critical OR studies
OR umbrella OR scoping OR realist OR rapid OR narrative) N5 (synthesis OR review
OR overview)) OR "in this review" OR "review of reviews" OR "knowledge synthesis"
SO "Systematic Reviews"
S18 OR S19 OR S20 OR S21 OR S22
S17 AND S23
S24 AND DT 2019S25 AND LA English

Results

2,002

686
243
64,209
358
429,355
121,763
199,092
595,739
8,050
789,070
63
62
59

SCOPUS
Elsevier Scopus
#

Queries

TITLE ( "2019 corona virus" OR "2019 coronavirus" OR "2019 ncov" OR "corona virus
19" OR "corona virus 2019" OR "corona virus 2019" OR "corona virus disease 19" OR
"corona virus disease 2019" OR "corona virus epidemic*" OR "corona virus
outbreak*" OR "corona virus pandemic*" OR "coronavirus 19" OR "coronavirus
2019" OR "coronavirus 2019" OR "coronavirus disease 19" OR "coronavirus disease
#1
2019" OR "coronavirus epidemic*" OR "coronavirus outbreak*" OR "coronavirus
pandemic*" OR "covid 19" OR "covid 2019" OR "new corona virus" OR "new
coronavirus" OR "novel corona virus" OR "novel coronavirus" OR "novel human
coronavirus" OR "sars coronavirus 2" OR "sars cov 2" OR "sars cov2" OR "sars like
coronavirus" OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2" OR "severe
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75,378
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#

Queries

acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2" OR "severe specific contagious
pneumonia" OR "wuhan corona virus" OR "wuhan coronavirus" OR 2019ncov OR
covid19 OR covid2019 OR ncov OR sarscov2 OR ((pandemic* OR novel OR wuhan)
W/3 (coronavirus* OR "corona virus*" OR betacoronavirus* OR "beta coronavirus*"
OR "beta corona virus*" OR pneumonia* OR SARS OR "severe acute respiratory
syndrome")) OR (pneumonia W/3 (coronavirus* OR "corona virus*" OR
betacoronavirus* OR "beta coronavirus*" OR "beta corona virus*" OR SARS OR
"severe acute respiratory syndrome")) OR "coronavirus response" OR "corona virus
response" ) OR KEY ( "2019 corona virus" OR "2019 coronavirus" OR "2019 ncov" OR
"corona virus 19" OR "corona virus 2019" OR "corona virus 2019" OR "corona virus
disease 19" OR "corona virus disease 2019" OR "corona virus epidemic*" OR "corona
virus outbreak*" OR "corona virus pandemic*" OR "coronavirus 19" OR "coronavirus
2019" OR "coronavirus 2019" OR "coronavirus disease 19" OR "coronavirus disease
2019" OR "coronavirus epidemic*" OR "coronavirus outbreak*" OR "coronavirus
pandemic*" OR "covid 19" OR "covid 2019" OR "new corona virus" OR "new
coronavirus" OR "novel corona virus" OR "novel coronavirus" OR "novel human
coronavirus" OR "sars coronavirus 2" OR "sars cov 2" OR "sars cov2" OR "sars like
coronavirus" OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2" OR "severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2" OR "severe specific contagious
pneumonia" OR "wuhan corona virus" OR "wuhan coronavirus" OR 2019ncov OR
covid19 OR covid2019 OR ncov OR sarscov2 OR ((pandemic* OR novel OR wuhan)
W/3 (coronavirus* OR "corona virus*" OR betacoronavirus* OR "beta coronavirus*"
OR "beta corona virus*" OR pneumonia* OR SARS OR "severe acute respiratory
syndrome")) OR (pneumonia W/3 (coronavirus* OR "corona virus*" OR
betacoronavirus* OR "beta coronavirus*" OR "beta corona virus*" OR SARS OR
"severe acute respiratory syndrome")) OR "coronavirus response" OR "corona virus
response" )
TITLE-ABS-KEY ( incubat* OR "exposure period*" OR "symptom onset*" OR carrier*
OR "serial time*" OR "serial interval*" OR "transmission interval*" ) OR TITLE ((time
OR timing OR duration OR interval* OR period* OR hour OR hours OR day OR days
OR week OR weeks) W/5 (after OR between) W/5 (expos* OR "in contact" OR
"contact with" OR infection OR infected OR contract*)) OR TITLE ( ((time OR timing
OR duration OR interval* OR period* OR hour OR hours OR day OR days OR week OR
weeks) W/3 (before OR between OR until) W/3 (onset OR symptom* OR disease*
OR transmi* OR diagnos* OR infectious* OR infectivity)) AND (expos* OR "in
#2 contact" OR "contact with" OR infection OR infected OR contract*) ) OR TITLE
(transmissibility OR ((time OR timing OR duration OR interval* OR period* OR hour
OR hours OR day OR days OR week OR weeks) AND (before OR after OR between OR
until) AND (onset OR symptom* OR disease* OR transmi* OR diagnos* OR
infectious* OR infectivity OR expos* OR "in contact" OR "contact with" OR infection
OR infected OR contract*)) OR ((asymptomatic* OR presymptom* OR pre-symptom*
OR "before symptom*" OR "clinical characteristic*") AND (transmi* OR spread* OR
carrier*)) OR "epidemiologic* dynamic*" OR "epidemiologic* parameter*" OR
"epidemiologic* characteristic*" OR "epidemiologic* feature*" OR "transmission
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1,396,688
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#

Queries

Results

dynamic*" OR "transmission parameter*" OR "transmission characteristic*" OR
"transmission feature*")
DOCTYPE(re) OR TITLE(review) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ("meta-analy*" OR metaanaly* OR
"meta analy*" OR metanaly* OR (pooled W/3 study) OR (pooled W/3 analysis) OR
((literature OR systematic OR evidence OR quantitative OR qualitative OR "mixed
#3 methods" OR integrative OR research OR critical OR studies OR umbrella OR scoping 5,054,684
OR realist OR rapid OR narrative) W/5 (synthesis OR review OR overview)) OR "in this
review" OR "review of reviews" OR "knowledge synthesis") OR SRCTITLE("Systematic
Reviews")
#4 LANGUAGE(English) AND PUBYEAR AFT 2018
6,061,266
#5 #1 AND #2 AND #3 AND #4
371
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